We consider monoids presented by one defining relation in 2 generators:
M =< a, b; aU = bV > .
(
Denote A 1 = aU and A 2 = bV . We say that the word X is left side divisible by Y in M if there exists a word Z such that X = Y Z in M. The left side divisibility problem for M is the requirement to find an algorithm to recognize for any two words X and Y , whether or not X is left side divisible by Y in M?
The following theorem was proved in [1, 2, 3] .
Theorem 1
The word problem for any 1-relator The algorithm A was introduced in [2] for a more general case of monoids presented by any cyclefree system of relations. Here we shall apply this algorithm to the case of the monoid M.
The algorithm A was used in several papers for a solution of the left side divisibility problem for monoids M under some additional conditions.
To apply this algorithm one should find another algorithm B that decides for any word aW , whether or not the algorithm A terminates when applied to aW .
For the given word aW the algorithm A finds the uniquely defined prefix decomposition which is either of the form
where each P i is the maximal nonempty proper common prefix of the word P i P i+1 . . . P k+1 and the appropriate relator aU or bV , or of the form
where the prefixes P i are defined in a similar way, but the segment A j k is one of the relators of the monoid M. We call the segment A j k the head of the decomposition (3). Let us describe in details how our algorithm A works. Suppose we have an initial word aW . Consider the Maximal Common Prefix of two words aW and A 1 and denote it by
We have aW = P 1 W 1 and aU = P 1 U 1 for some W 1 and U 1 .
Clearly P 1 is not empty. We consider the following 2 cases. Case 1. If U 1 is empty, then aW = aU W 1 . So we have a prefix decomposition of the form (3) for k = 0.
In this case the algorithm A replaces in aW the segment aU by bV . So we obtain aW = bV W 1 
Hence we can assume that U 1 and W 1 both are nonempty. It follows from (4) that in this case they have different initial letters a and b.
In this case to prolong the prefix P 1 of aU in In this case if W 2 is empty then aW = P 1 P 2 where P 2 is a proper segment of of the relator A j 1 . Hence we obtained for aW a prefix decomposition of the form (2) . It is easy to prove that the word P 1 P 2 is not divisible by b in M.
Hence we can assume that U 2 and W 2 both are nonempty. It follows from (4) that in this case they have different initial letters a and b.
In this case to prolong the prefix P 2 of A j 1 in P 1 P 2 W 2 we should divide W 2 by b if it starts by a, or divide W 2 by a if it starts by b. So the situation again is similar to the initial one.
Hence we can consider the nonempty word P 3 = MCP (W 2 , A j 2 ), where A j 2 is one of the relators of M which has the common initial letter with the word W 2 . And so on. The length of the word W i is decreasing. So after a finite number of steps either we shall find some prefix decomposition of the form (3) with the head A j k or we shall stop on some decomposition of the form (2) .
It is easy to prove that if the decomposition of aW is of the form (2), then the word aW in M is not left side divisible by b.
If the decomposition is of the form (3), then the algorithm A replaces the head A i in aW by the another relator in (1): aU should be replaced by bV or bV by aU . Hence we get one of the following elementary transformations in the monoid M: 
